
In 2013, we published two papers on ‘the gender box’, an 
analytical framework for addressing gender in forestry. In its 
initial form (Colfer 2013), our thought was to include both 
the range of issues that pertain to gender and forestry, and 
brief rationales for the various topics covered. In the second 

iteration (Colfer and Minarchek 2013), we shortened the 
discussion – in recognition of foresters’ general distaste 
for wordy documents – and we improved the figure that 
summarizes the issues, by adding a more robust time 
dimension (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The gender box. 

Source: As revised in Colfer and Minarchek (2013)
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In an effort to make this discussion clearer for a general audience, 
we created Table 1, which provides (i) some samples of research 
questions that are likely to be relevant at any given site; and (ii) a 
division of relevant sample questions by scale.

In both these efforts to communicate across disciplinary lines, we 
were guided by an interest in helping biophysical scientists look 
at the world holistically – since many aspects of people’s lives 
affect the way they manage forests, and vice versa. We consider 
this a vital first step.

However, we also want to highlight important subsequent steps. 
Most scientific endeavors require a narrowing of perspective, a 
simplification of the world into more manageable chunks. This 
may be due to resource constraints, or it may simply be related 
to our conceptual inability to cope with the vastness of the social 
world in a reliable and replicable manner. We may also have 
specific issues of interest in our particular field site or topic.

To take those following steps, we begin by examining the three 
dimensions of the gender box: time, scale and the issues likely to 
emerge . First, does our work require a focus on change over time 
(the time dimension)? If we are trying to understand what change 
has occurred, we may need to take a historical scenario approach 
(e.g. Chalfin 2004); or if we are examining what direction change 
is taking, a future scenario approach (e.g. Wollenberg et al. 2000; 
Evans et al. 2006). 

Second, we might think about what scale is of interest to us. 
These dimensions intersect in useful and instructive ways. Are 
we looking at particular households in a single village (micro 
scale)? How does that intersect with the time dimension? Will 
our work require an understanding of  seasonality and its impact 
on men and women in particular households? Or is our work 
focused on the landscape level (meso scale) (e.g. Gezon 2012; 
Colfer et al. 2013)? Seasonality can be of interest at any of these 
scales. Behrman et al. (2011) looked at gendered land acquisition 
globally, whereas Quisumbing et al. (In press) studied the gender 

Table 1. Framework for analyzing gender implications in forest and tree management.

Consider how these factors function in your site. In what ways might they hinder or reinforce your work at the field level? To 
what extent do these topics transcend scales?

I.  Macro scale – broadly based, global ‘rules’ that affect people’s interactions with forests

• Are there formal, global laws and policies that affect local people and forests? How?

• What religious traditions; narratives of modernity or equity; or other less formal, global, intellectual forces affect local people 
and forests?

II. Meso scale – Social patterns from landscape to national levels that influence people’s behavior in relation to forests

• How is access to resources gendered? Are there broadly accepted notions that influence land tenure, inheritance and 
residence?

•  What are the gendered norms of behavior that affect people’s interactions with trees and forests (e.g. masculinity ideals, 
seclusion of women, witchcraft beliefs)?

• Are there gendered differences in access to education (both formal and informal)? How do they affect men, women and forest 
management differently?

• How important is cash in the regional system, and how has this affected men and women differently?

III. Micro scale – human behaviors, from household to village levels, that affect forests and people’s well-being

• How do men’s and women’s day-to-day economic roles differ – especially in terms of agriculture, forest products and livestock?

• What gendered demographic issues affect forests and people locally (e.g. migration, population changes, access to birth 
control)?

• What essential/valued domestic roles do men and women play (e.g. cooking, hygiene, child and elder care, health, fuelwood 
collection) that affect their respective involvement in forests?

• What patterns are identifiable in intra-household power dynamics? In what ways do men’s and women’s interests conflict and 
converge? Are there bargaining strategies used by each?

• What are the features of locally available, alternative economic strategies designed to enhance people’s livelihoods, trees and 
forests (e.g. collective action, access to technology, distribution of benefits, time constraints/conflicts)? How do these affect 
men and women differently?
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knowledge gap at the same scale. We must decide what scale will 
be most valuable to us in our gender analyses. 

Finally, once we’ve thought through the time and scale 
dimensions, we must focus on the third dimension– the specific 
issues that will be most helpful to us in understanding gender in 
our own context. The placement of the issues in the gender box 
(within the micro, meso or macro frames) is simply illustrative; 
any issue can probably be addressed at any scale, depending on 
the needs of the research.  Foresters are likely to be particularly 
interested in natural resource use, which might mean beginning 
with gendered access to resources (e.g. Schroeder [1999] at 
the micro scale; Shackleton et al. [2011], meso scale; Meinzen-
Dick et al. [2014]), global). Economic roles are often addressed 
at the micro scale; an excellent starting point might be the 
work of Elmhirst (2011), which spans all three scales, or Howard 
(2003), which examines domestic roles as they relate to plants. 
Bose (2011) examines the interplay between national level 
forest policies and local level implications for women, whereas 
Bandiaky-Badji (2011) gives a history of gender and forest policies 
in Senegal.

A legitimate and useful study can focus on any one dimension 
(scale, time, issues) alone. Depending on the scope of one’s work 
and the time and resources available, one can then expand to 
include other issues that emerge. A study of natural resource 
access could easily expand to explore ideal norms,1 for instance, 
or the gendered availability of cash. A study of demographics 
could quickly lead a researcher into the realm of intra-household 
power dynamics and gendered economic alternatives (see 
Djoudi and Brockhaus [2011] or Mabsout and Van Staveren 
[2010], for instance). Both the longer publications on the gender 
box mentioned above (i.e. Colfer 2013; Colfer and Minarchek 
2013) include numerous examples of the issues that need to 
be addressed (with pertinent references) as we struggle to deal 
constructively with gender in our work.

In general, an iterative approach is particularly useful in gender 
studies. Retaining the option to address new dimensions that 
arise in the research can be crucial. This is partly because of 
the global variety that exists in terms of gender; we may not 
encounter what we expect. But it is also because we, as human 
beings – each enmeshed in our own gendered world – often fail 
to recognize gendered differences in groups that differ from our 
own. We tend to be blinded by the assumptions that we inherit 
from our cultural systems. For this reason, we would recommend 

1  The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) 
has recently determined that a study of gender norms is important for all 
their centers; and an international, multisite study is being implemented 
to look at gender norms and agency at the micro level for cross-
site comparison.

a holistic approach, although a focused study on a particular issue 
can be an excellent beginning.
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